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Abstract
For any irreducible and reduced compact complex space or any integral projective variety, let
X  be its complex conjugate. Let S(X ) be the set of all W such that W ×W ∼= X ×X . We say
that S(X ) is trivial if for every W ∈ S(X ) there are Y; Z such that X ∼= Y ×Z and W ∼= Y ×Z.
A torsion bundle over a torus is the total space of a 4bre bundle with 4nite structure group over
a positive dimensional torus. Here we prove that if X has no torsion bundle over a torus as a
factor, then S(X ) is trivial.
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1. Introduction
Let {1; } be the Galois group of the 4eld extension C \ R. In general we will use
 to denote its action on algebraic varieties de4ned over Spec(R) and their related
objects and often complex conjugation on reduced complex spaces [9, p. 2]. For any
reduced complex compact space let X  be its complex conjugate in the sense of [9,
Section 2]. For any integral algebraic variety X over Spec(C), let X  be its complex
conjugate in the sense of Weil ([10, Section 1.3], or [6]). If X is projective, say X ⊆
PN(C), one can de4ne X ⊆ PN(C) taking as de4ning equations the complex conjuga-
tions of the homogeneous equations de4ning X (see [1, Section 2], or [6, Section 2]).
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Set RX := X × X . The quotient of the variety RX by the action of {1; } de4ned
by ((a; b)) = ((b); (a)) is the variety obtained from X by the restriction of scalars
C \ R in the sense of Weil (see [10, Section 1.3], or [4, Exp. 195]).
Let X be a compact reduced and irreducible compact space. Following [5] we will
say that X is a torsion bundle over a torus if it is the total space of a 4bre bundle with
4nite structure group over a positive dimensional torus, i.e. if there is a positive dimen-
sional torus T , a reduced and irreducible compact space X0, a surjective holomorphic
map f :X → T , an Hetale covering m :T ′ → T with T ′ torus and m the quotient map
by a 4nite subgroup K ⊂ T and an action of K onto X0 such that the 4ber product
of m and f identi4es X with (X0 × T ′)=K . If X is projective, we may use the same
de4nition in the category of projective varieties because if X is projective, then T; T ′
and X0 are projective.
Denition 1.1. For any integral complex projective variety X let S(X ) be the set of the
isomorphism classes of all complex projective varieties W such that RX ∼=R W . We
will say that S(X ) is trivial if for every W ∈ S(X ) there are Y; Z such that X ∼= Y × Z
and W ∼= Y × Z.
We can make the same de4nition in the category of reduced and irreducible compact
complex spaces. If X is a torsion bundle over a torus, then X  is a torsion bundle
over a torus and hence RX is a torsion bundle over a torus.
Remark 1.2. Let X; Y be compact reduced and irreducible complex spaces. If X × Y
is projective (resp. algebraic, resp. Moishezon), then X and Y are projective (resp.
algebraic, resp. Moishezon).
Remark 1.3. Let X be a compact reduced and irreducible complex space. By [5,
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2], there are compact complex spaces Y; Z (uniquely determined
up to biholomorphisms) such that Y is a torsion bundle over a tours, Z has no torsion
bundle over a torus as a factor and X is biholomorphic to Y × Z . We will call Y
the toral part Tor(Y ) of X . By Remark 1.2 if X is projective (resp. algebraic, resp.
Moishezon), then Y and Z are projective (resp. algebraic, resp. Moishezon).
In this paper we will prove the following result.
Theorem 1.4. Let X be either an integral projective variety or a reduced and irre-
ducible compact complex space. Assume that the toral part of X is trivial. Then S(X )
is trivial.
To prove Theorem 1.4 we will use some results on the Cancellation Problem for
the category of reduced and irreducible compact complex space and the category of
integral projective varieties (see [2,3,5,7,8] and references therein). We will use this
opportunity to point out the extension to the latter category of some results proved in
the former category (see Section 3).
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2. Proof of Theorem 1.4
We collect here two trivial remarks which show how to construct varieties with
S(X ) trivial but S(X ) 
= {X; X }.
Remark 2.1. We have (X ) ∼= X (as varieties over Spec(C)) and A × B ∼= B × A.
Hence RX ∼= R(X ) ∼= (RX ).
The following observation was our motivation for De4nition 2.1.
Remark 2.2. Let A; B be complex algebraic varieties or compact reduced and irre-
ducible complex spaces. Set X1 := A × (B) and X2 := (A) × B. By Remark 2.1 we
have RX1 ∼= A× (B)× (A)× B ∼= RX2.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Fix W ∈ S(X ). Since (Y × Z) ∼= Y  × Z, the toral part of
X × X  is trivial. Hence the toral parts of W and W are trivial. Hence the triviality
of S(X ) follows from the uniqueness part of the Cancellation Theorem [5, Theorem
1.2].
Remark 2.3. It is not true that if X is a torsion bundle over a tours, then S(X ) is
not trivial. For instance, let E be a complex elliptic curve and (RE) the number of
isomorphism classes of complex structures of RE. We have (RE)=1 (and hence S(E)
is trivial) if either E has complex multiplication and the class number of End(E) is 1
([6, Corollary 1.4 and 1.5 and Remark 1.6]) or E has not complex multiplication and
E is not isogeneous to E ([6, Theorem 1.7]) or E has no complex multiplication and
j(E)∈R ([6, Corollary 1.11]).
Denition 2.4. Let X; Y be either an integral projective variety or a reduced and
irreducible compact complex space. We will say that S(X × Y ) is trivial modulo S(Y )
if for every W ∈ S(X × Y ) there are X1; X2; X3; W3 with X ∼= X1 × X2 × X3; W ∼= X1 ×
X 2 ×W3 and W3 ∈ S(Y ).
3. Cancellation problem
Example 3.1. Let T be an n-dimensional complex torus and O∈T its origin. Fix an
integer g¿n and a general smooth curve X of genus g. G. Parigi constructed two
4ber bundles F1; F2 on X with 4ber T; F1 not biholomorphic to F2 but with F1 × T
biholomorphic to F2 × T [7]. Here we will check that if T is algebraic, then we
may take F1 and F2 projective and hence by GAGA that F1 × T and F2 × T are
isomorphic projective varieties, while F1 and F2 are not isomorphic. For every integer
q¿ 2, set T [q] := {P ∈T : qP = O}. Hence card(T [q]) = q2n. T [q] acts as a group
of translations on T and hence it may be seen as a subgroup of the automorphism
group of T as complex manifold. We 4x an integer q¿ 22n + 2. The 4ber bundle
Fi; 16 i6 2, constructed in [7] is associated to a certain i ∈H1(X; T [q]). Since for
every positive integer k T [q] sends T [kq] into itself, we see that the sets of points of
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order dividing kq on each 4ber of the 4bration ui :Fi → T are preserved by the gluing
data of the cocycle associated to i. Hence for any P ∈X , the set u−1i (P)[kq] ∼= T [kq]
is well-de4ned. The union of all T [kq]; P ∈X , gives an Hetale covering of X (perhaps
not connected). This show the existence of an Hetale covering i :Yi → X such that the
T -4ber bundle vi :Gi → Yi induced by Fi is trivial. Hence if T is an Abelian variety,
then Gi is a projective scheme. Since the map mi :Gi → Fi induced by i, is Hetale and
surjective, we immediately get that Fi is a Moishezon manifold. Since T [kq] is abelian,
the covering is Galois. Hence the covering mi :Gi → Fi is Galois, say with group G.
Fix an ample L∈Pic(Gi) and set M :=
⊗
h∈G h
∗(L). Thus M is a G-invariant ample
line bundle on Gi. Since mi is Ketale, M descends to an ample line bundle on Fi. Thus
Fi is a projective manifold.
Theorem 3.2. Let X be an integral projective variety. Assume that X is a torsion
bundle over a torus. Then there exist integral projective varieties Y; Z such that X ×
Y ∼= X ×Z but Y and Z are not isomorphic. If X is smooth, then we may take Y and
Z smooth.
Proof. Since X is a torsion bundle over a torus, there is a positive dimensional torus T ,
a reduced and irreducible compact space X0, a surjective holomorphic map f :X → T ,
an Hetale covering m :T ′ → T with T ′ torus and m the quotient map by a 4nite subgroup
K of T and an action of K onto X0 such that the 4ber product of m and f identi4es
X with (X0 × T ′)=K . Since X is projective, T is projective. Since X is projective,
its Hetale covering X0 × T ′ is projective. Hence X0 and T ′ are projective. By GAGA
the holomorphic maps f and m are regular maps in the category of schemes. By
[8, Theorem 2.2], there exist irreducible and reduced compact complex space Y; Z with
X×Y biholomorphic to X×Z but Y and Z not biholomorphic. By GAGA it is suLcient
to prove the existence of such complex spaces Y; Z which are projective. We just
checked that T; T ′ and X0 are projective. By Example 3.1 there are projective varieties
F1(T ′) and F2(T ′) such that F1(T ′) and F2(T ′) are not isomorphic but F1(T ′)× T ′ ∼=
F2(T ′)× T ′. Then it is shown in [8, Section 2], that X × F1(T ′)× X and X × F2(T ′)
are biholomorphic. Hence by GAGA we may take Y = F1(T ′) and Z = F2(T ′). The
last assertion follows from the construction just given.
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a smooth compact complex surface which is not algebraic.
X is not simpli8cable (i.e. there are reduced and irreducible complex compact spaces
Y; Z with X × Y biholomorphic to X × Z but Y not biholomorphic to Z) if and only
if it is a torus.
Proof. By [8] no torus is simpli4cable. By [5, Theorem 1.2], X is a torsion bundle over
a torus. In particular there is a torus T with dim(T )¿ 0 and a surjective holomorphic
map f :X → T with isomorphic 4bers. If dim(T )= 2, then f is unrami4ed and hence
X is a torus. Assume dim(T ) = 1. Hence X has algebraic dimension 1. This implies
that a general 4ber of f is an elliptic curve and that every connected subcurve of X
is contained in a 4ber of f. As explained in [8, Proposition 1.1 and Remark 1.2], X
admits another 4bration over a curve, contradiction.
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